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ABSTRACT
Particle-laden slurries are pervasive in both natural and industrial settings, whenever particles are suspended or trans-
ported in a fluid. Previous literature has investigated the case of a single species of negatively buoyant particles sus-
pended in a viscous fluid. On an incline, three distinct regimes emerge depending on the particle concentration and
inclination angle: settled (where particles settle and there is a pure fluid front), well-mixed (where particle concentra-
tion is constant throughout), and ridged (where a particle-rich ridge leads the flow). Recently, the same three regimes
were also found for constant volume two species bidensity slurries. We extend the literature on bidensity slurries by
presenting results on constant volume and a new type of initial condition: constant flux, where slurry is pumped onto
the incline at a constant rate. We present front positions of the slurries and compare them to theoretical predictions. In
addition, height profiles (film thicknesses) are also presented for the constant flux case, showing the distinct behavior of
the ridged regime. We find that for constant flux conditions the settled regime forms for small particle volume fractions
and inclination angles while the ridged regime forms for large corresponding values. Intermediate values of these two
parameters are shown to produce a well-mixed regime.
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INTRODUCTION
A thin film of viscous fluid flowing down an incline has been observed experimentally and analyzed mathematically.1

In nature, instead of being observed as pure fluids, fluids are more often observed as mixtures of various fluids and
other particles. Expanding the work done by Huppert,1 many studies have investigated thin, particle-laden slurries,
which are mixtures of particles suspended in a fluid. Thin films of monodisperse particle-laden slurries (viscous fluids
mixed with only a single type of particle) have been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally.2–8 The
mathematical equations governing the flow of these slurries become increasingly complex as we add more species of
particles to the mixture, but the solutions become more relevant to the fluids we observe in industrial and natural set-
tings (such as in spiral particle separators, landslides, and mud).9–13

Bidensity particle-laden slurries, which are the focus of this study, are mixtures of two species of particles—with differ-
ent densities and similar diameters—suspended in a viscous fluid. When an initially uniformly mixed slurry flows down
an incline, the particles experience a fast initial equilibration period (this has been investigated for the monodisperse
case,14 but we assume similar results apply to the bidensity case we investigate here). During this period, particles in
the mixture experience two significant and opposing effects whose relative strengths determine the long term behavior
of the particles in the direction normal to the incline: sedimentation due to gravity (towards the incline surface) 15, 16

or shear-induced migration,17, 18 which leads particles away from areas of high shear rate and high particle concentra-
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tion (away from the incline surface). Depending on which effect dominates, there are three possible regimes that can
arise: ridged, well-mixed, and settled. The ridged regime occurs when shear-induced migration dominates gravitational
settling, and is identified by a high concentration of particles on the front edge of the fluid, forming a leading ridge.
In the settled regime, where gravity dominates shear-induced migration, particles form a sediment at the bottom of the
fluid as it flows down the track. Within this regime for a bidensity slurry, separation between different particles and
fluid can be observed. The well-mixed regime, a transient state between the other two regimes,4 is formed when nei-
ther of these effects dominate and particles stay evenly distributed throughout the fluid.

These three regimes have been extensively studied in the monodisperse (single particle species) case for a constant vol-
ume of fluid3–5, 8 and in the bidensity case for a constant volume of fluid.19 Murisic et al.4 constructed a regime phase
diagram for a specific fluid viscosity and particle diameter with varying particle volume fraction and angle of inclina-
tion. They find that the ridged regime tends to form for high inclination angle and particle concentration while the
settled regime tends to form for small inclination angle and particle concentration. This result comes from the effect
of shear-induced migration increasing with greater angle and/or particle concentration. The bidensity, constant vol-
ume case was then studied theoretically20, 21 and experimentally19. In particular, Lee et al. observes the formation of
the three regimes for various inclination angles and heavy-to-light particle ratios.19

In addition to observing regime formation of thin viscous slurries on an inclined surface, various studies have also in-
vestigated how the fluid’s average front position evolves with time. For a constant volume of viscous fluid, Huppert1

finds that the fluid’s average front position evolves with a behaviour asymptotic to t1/3 (where t is time). In both the
monodisperse5 and bidensity21 case for a finite volume of fluid, it has been shown that the average front position is
still asymptotic to t1/3.

In the current study, we first extend the constant volume results presented in Lee et al.19 and Wong et al.21 by explic-
itly presenting experimentally found front velocities for bidensity particle-laden slurries. We then directly extend these
results to a new type of initial condition: a constant flux condition, where slurry is pumped onto the top of the in-
clined surface at a constant rate. For this initial condition, we consider the results of Lee’s model for particle distribu-
tion normal to the place of the track20 and expect similar regime phenomena to arise. We present the experimentally
found front positions and regime classifications for bidensity, constant flux slurries to examine the effect the initial con-
dition has on the dynamics of the slurry. While much of the literature focuses on front position and regime classifica-
tion, we additionally present height profiles of the bidensity, constant flux slurries.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Materials
The mixtures used in our experiments consisted of glass and ceramic beads suspended in a silicone oil. The particles,
manufactured by Ceroglass, are described in Table 1. There is a slight disparity in the average diameter of the two par-
ticles although we assume that their diameters are the same for the purposes of this paper. For constant volume experi-
ments, red ceramic beads were used to emphasize the separation of distinct fronts, while for constant flux experiments,
red ceramic beads were used in some experiments and white ceramic beads were used in others. The viscous fluid we
used was polydimethylsiloxane (see the last row of Table 1 for properties).

Material Density Color Other Properties
GSB-7 glass beads 2.5 g/cm3 white diameter: 0.18 - 0.25 mm

SLZ-2 ceramic beads 3.8 g/cm3 red diameter: 0.125 - 0.25 mm
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 0.971 g/cm3 clear kinematic viscosity: 10 cm2/s

Table 1. Materials used in our experiments. The density and diameter are the same for all experiments. Note that for some of the constant flux experi-
ments, the color of the ceramic particles was white.
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Conducting the experiments
In this study we performed a series of experiments on gravity driven bidensity slurries flowing on an incline. We varied
four parameters for each experiment: inclination angle of the track α, the volume fraction ratio of lighter density par-
ticles (glass) to heavier density particles (ceramic) χ, total particle volume fraction φ, and the initial condition (either
constant volume or constant flux). We define the volume fraction of glass and ceramic particles respectively as:

φg =
Vg

Vg + Vc + Vf
, φc =

Vc

Vg + Vc + Vf
. Equation 1.

Where Vg is the volume of glass particles, Vc is the volume of the ceramic particles, and Vf is the volume of fluid in
the mixture. We additionally define the total particle volume fraction as the sum of the two particle volume fractions:

φ = φg + φc. Equation 2.

We define the volume fraction ratio χ as the ratio of φg to the total volume fraction, φg + φc:

χ =
φg

φg + φc
=

Vg

Vg + Vc
. Equation 3.

The two initial conditions—constant volume or constant flux—are defined in terms of their nondimensional height by
the following two equations, respectively:

h(x, t = 0) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0 if x < −l
1 if −l ≤ x ≤ 0

0 if x > 0

, and h(x, t = 0) =

{
1 if x ≤ 0

0 if x > 0,
Equation 4.

where x and t are nondimensional position and time, respectively. We define l as some nondimensional length, x =

0 as the location where the slurry starts to flow, and t = 0 as the time in which the slurry starts to flow. Schematic
diagrams of these two initial conditions are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the constant volume (left) and constant flux (right) initial conditions.

To perform our experiments, we used an acrylic track (length 90 cm and width 14 cm) with an adjustable angle, α, (see
Figure 2) that was adjusted to either 20° or 50° for each experiment. In the constant volume experiments, the region
on the track behind the gate (see Figure 2, left) was filled with 80 mL of well-mixed slurry. The gate was then quickly
lifted to allow the slurry to flow down the track. In the constant flux experiments, a weir was placed near the top of
our track (see Figure 2, right). On the portion of the track above the weir, we constantly pumped well-mixed slurry
onto the track. The purpose of the weir was to ensure that the slurry flowed onto the track evenly along the width
of the track (y-axis). The volume of slurry entering the track over time was constant at around 3 cm3/s for φ = 0.25
experiments and around 0.75 cm3/s for φ = 0.45 experiments. Because of the weir the volumetric flux, or flow rate per
unit surface, was constant at the top of the track. The length of the track (in the x-direction) is much longer than the
width of the track (in the y-direction) but for the purposes of our analysis we ignore edge effects due to the walls of
the track.
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Figure 2. Schematic of our experimental setup. The left image depicts the setup for the constant volume experiments. The right image depicts the setup
for the constant flux experiments. The coordinate system is kept constant for both initial conditions.

Data Analysis
We quantified the positions of the fronts and the slurry’s film thickness (height profile) along the x-axis. Both meth-
ods utilized code written in MATLAB, which is summarized in Supplement A. In order to find the position of the
individual fronts, a camera was set up above the track with the face of the lens parallel to the plane of the track, 0.5 to
1 m away. The front position was computed for individual frames of the resulting video after cropping out the back-
ground and the edges of the width of the track. We cropped out these edges to minimize the contamination of edge
drag (which slows down the slurry close to the side walls [see Figure 3]) on our front position data since theoretical
predictions do not account for wall effects. Fronts are identified using RGB values for each vertical strip of the frame.
Figure 4 shows individual frames of a settled and well-mixed experiment.

We also investigated the film thickness of the flow along the x-axis (we present pseudocode in Algorithm 2 of Supple-
ment A). To do this, we first set up our camera next to the track such that the camera lens was pointed towards the
track. We then shined a laser line on the middle of the track so that the line was parallel to the length of the track.
The camera lens face was then made to be perpendicular to the incline so that the camera could pick up the laser line
shining on the incline and its deflection due to the presence of some calibration object or the slurry on the incline.
Using calibration images of the empty track and of the track with an object of known height resting on it, we were
able to process the video of the experiment to obtain the film thickness. As the slurry flowed down the track, the laser
line’s position in each frame was deflected by the presence of the slurry. This deflection was computed using MATLAB,
in mm, which resulted in figures such as Figure 9.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our results are divided into three sections, based on the initial condition and the type of data presented: front tracking
and regime classification for constant volume experiments, front tracking and regime classification for constant flux ex-
periments, and film thickness for constant flux experiments. For each experiment, the inclination angle α, volume ratio
χ, and total particle volume fraction φ were varied. Based on previous research, we expect the ridged regime to form
for large α and φ and the settled regime to form for small α and φ.

Constant volume: front tracking and regime classification
We conducted experiments with a constant volume of slurry moving down an incline positioned at inclination angle,
α, with particle volume ratio, χ. Pictures of the experiments are shown in Figure 3. With the exception of the χ =
0.5 experiments (which had φ values of 0.25 and 0.4), all constant volume experiments had a total volume fraction of
φ = 0.45; this allows us to present front speeds for slurries with three different φ values. We chose to use distinct φ
values for the intermediate particle volume ratio as opposed to the more extreme volume ratios that are tested because
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we wanted to compare the observed regimes for experiments with only the inclination angle or the volume fraction ra-
tio being changed significantly. In terms of the regime that formed, the two angles produced different regimes for each
χ value (see Table 2 for the classifications of the constant volume experiments). If we look at the two χ = 0.389 ex-
periments, the smaller angle produced a settled slurry while the larger angle produced a ridged slurry. Angle was not
the only parameter that affected the regime. If we compare the top left experiment with the top right experiment, we
see the volume fraction ratio influenced the regime of the slurry. If we compare all three of the bottom experiments,
we expect that the middle experiment would have also been ridged for a φ value of 0.45 but because the slightly lower
φ value of 0.4 produced a well-mixed slurry, we can also conclude that the total particle volume fraction affects the
regime. It appears that all three parameters—α, χ, and φ—affect the regime that is formed and this result agrees with
the findings of Lee et al.19

Figure 4 provides the evolution of two sample flows. In Figure 4a (a settled slurry), three distinct fronts formed for
the PDMS, glass beads, and ceramic beads. In Figure 4b (a well-mixed slurry), the fluid and the particle fronts remained
together. Using the front tracking technique described in the Methods and Procedures section we produce the blue and
green dots in Figure 4 which correspond to individual particle front positions. The leftmost two images of Figure 4a
do not track the particle fronts well (this occurs in the beginning of most of our settled experiments due to variation
of particle front color as the particles begin to settle). This error does not affect our analysis since theory only predicts
asymptotic behavior after the slurry has reached equilibrium (i.e. towards the end of the experiment) and thus front
tracking early in the experiment was not as important as later on in the experiment. Notice that in Figure 4a, the fluid
front moved faster than the particle fronts. With the angle and particle concentrations being so low, the particles set-
tled to the bottom of the slurry (towards the incline surface) while the fluid flowed over the settled particles, moving
faster. In Figure 4b, we do not observe this separation; the particles stayed well-mixed throughout the fluid.

Figure 3. Experiments conducted with a constant volume of slurry. We performed six experiments in total, with three different χ values (0.389, 0.5, and
0.889) and with two different angles (20° and 50°). The total volume fraction, φ, for each experiment is also presented in the top right corner of each
image. Note that the (χ, α) = (0.5, 20°) experiment was conducted with a black background because it showed better contrast between each of the three
fronts than a green background.
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α

χ
0.389 0.5 0.889

20°
settled settled well-mixed

(φ = 0.45) (φ = 0.25) (φ = 0.45)

50°
ridged well-mixed ridged

(φ = 0.45) (φ = 0.4) (φ = 0.45)

Table 2. The six constant flux experiments presented in Figure 3 along with the observed regime and the total volume fraction of the fluid, φ.

According to theory, we expect the front position of the fluid to have behavior asymptotic to t1/3, where t is time.
This asymptotic behavior arises after the slurry has reached equilibrium so we fit the front position of the fluid to
x(t) = ctβ + k for constants c, k, and β when the slurry is approximately halfway down the incline. In Table 3, we
present our fitted β values for each of our experiments presented in Figure 3. Notice that the settled experiments have
fitted β values that are furthest away from our theoretically predicted value of 1/3. In these experiments, the fluid front
separates from the particle front(s) and blends in with the incline making it difficult to track (see Figure 4a). There
is strong agreement between theoretical predictions and our non-settled experimental results and we suspect that we
would find better agreement for the settled experiments with either a different fluid color or a different front tracking
method for settled experiments. One factor that may have had an impact on our fitted values is the presence of edge
drag. Although we cropped our experimental videos to minimize its impact on our analysis, edge drag was present to
varying degrees in every constant volume experiment depicted in Figure 3 and could also have been a source of the
slight deviations of our results from theoretical predictions. In Figure 5a, we present our experimental data against the
best fit line for the (χ, α) = (0.389, 50°) experiment. For most constant volume experiments, the data fits well with
the fitted equations as seen in this figure. When we fit for β values with larger error, the experimental data does not
align with the fitted equation as well as it does in Figure 5a. We generally find that the fitted experimental front posi-
tions agree, within error, with the theoretically predicted behavior.

(a) (χ, α) = (0.5, 20°) at 70 second intervals (b) (χ, α) = (0.5, 50°) at 12 second intervals

Figure 4. Processed video screenshots of the slurry flowing down the track. The light green and blue dots track the front position of the glass beads and
ceramic beads, respectively. Throughout the course of our study, we experimented with various colored backgrounds that provided the best contrast
between the fronts and the background color. We settled with a green background but present one of our early background color trials (a white back-
ground) in (a) for two reasons: (1) to show how the clear fluid blends in with the background making the fluid front difficult to track and (2) because
this specific experiment produced the most symmetric and clear example of a settled slurry. Note that the first image in (a) only includes green dots since
distinct fronts had not yet emerged in the experiment.

α

χ
0.389 0.5 0.889

20° 0.19 ± 0.5 0.22 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.05
50° 0.31 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.5 0.38 ± 0.07

Table 3. Fitted β values for each of the experiments presented in Figure 3 with their respective errors (95% confidence intervals). Theoretically, we
expect our values to be around 1/3.
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(a) constant volume fit (b) constant flux fit

Figure 5. Fitted equations plotted against experimental fluid front data for a constant volume and constant flux experiment, both of which are experi-
ments in the ridged regime. (a) Corresponds to the (χ, α) = (0.389, 50°) constant volume experiment while (b) corresponds to the (χ, α)=(0.378, 50°)
constant flux experiment.

Constant flux: front tracking and regime classification
We conducted eight constant flux experiments at different χ, α, and φ values, as shown in Figure 6. In each experi-
ment we investigated the emergence of regimes, the front position, and film thickness (in the next section).

Figure 6. We performed eight constant flux experiments at four different χ values (0.376, 0.378, 0.880, and 0.889) and at two different inclination angles
(20° and 50°). The φ value for each experiment is also presented in the bottom right corner. Each cell of the table is also classified by its regime in Table
4. Note that in only two of the experiments ((χ, α) = (0.378, 20°) and (χ, α) = (0.889, 20°)) the ceramic particles are red and the glass particles are
white while in the rest of the experiments both particle species are white.

Unlike constant volume experiments, we focus on two values of overall particle ratio φ: 0.25 and 0.45. For φ = 0.25,
the slurries are settled at α = 20°, but at α = 50°, the slurry is roughly well-mixed, possibly on the verge of a ridged
regime. For φ = 0.45 and α = 20°, the slurries are well-mixed, possibly on the verge of a settled regime, while slur-
ries at φ = 0.45 and α = 50° are evidently ridged. While the volume fraction ratio χ is shown to have no effect on the
regime (compare each of the four sets of experiments that only differ in their χ value), the angle of inclination α and
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the total volume fraction φ do have an effect on the regime produced. To see the regime classification of each of the
experiments in Figure 6, see Table 4. The transient well-mixed regime occurred frequently (half of our constant flux
slurries were classified as well-mixed), indicating that some of the experiments may have ended prematurely. A longer
track would allow our slurry to flow further and might lead to different regime classification in these experiments. We
find that, similar to the constant volume experiments, large φ and α values produce a ridged regime while small cor-
responding values produce a settled regime for constant flux slurries. We also find that varying volume fraction ratio,
χ, alone does not have a significant impact on regime formation of constant flux experiments; this contrasts with our
findings that this parameter does have a significant impact on the regime formation of constant volume experiments.

α

χ
0.376 0.378 0.880 0.889

20°
settled well-mixed settled well-mixed

(φ = 0.25) (φ = 0.45) (φ = 0.25) (φ = 0.45)

50°
well-mixed ridged well-mixed ridged
(φ = 0.25) (φ = 0.45) (φ = 0.25) (φ = 0.45)

Table 4. The eight constant flux experiments presented in Figure 6 along with the observed regime and the total volume fraction of the fluid, φ.

In addition to the regime formation we investigated the fluid front position of constant flux bidensity slurries. For
these experiments we again attempted to fit the front position of our fluid to an equation of the form x(t) = ctβ+k for
some constants c, k, and β where we now expect our β value to be 1. We present our fitted β values in Table 5, where
we see that the β values centered around 1. We obtain loose agreement with theoretical predictions, with the settled ex-
periment (χ, α) = (0.376, 20°) producing the result furthest from our predictions. Again, this is likely due to the fluid
front being difficult to track once it separates from the particle front(s). We suspect that using a non-clear fluid or a dif-
ferent fluid front tracking method would produce stronger agreement in this settled experiment. Similar to the constant
flux experiments, edge drag may also have been a source of the slight deviations of our experimental results from theo-
retical predictions. To see an example fitted equation plotted against experimental data for a constant flux experiment,
see Figure 5b. Notice that because we expect our front position to be linear (and we see linear behavior in the experi-
mental data presented in Figure 5b), if we fit the front position data to some equation x(t) = ct+ k, then c is the front
speed of the slurry. For the (χ, α) = (0.378, 50°) constant volume experiment (presented in Figure 5b), fitting to the
linear equation produces a front speed of 0.22 ± 0.8 cm/s. As future work, we plan to use shock theory and numerical
simulations to simulate the front velocity of the slurry and validate those numerical results against the experimentally
found front velocities of the constant flux experiments presented in this paper.

α

χ
0.376 0.378 0.880 0.889

20° 0.76 ± 0.3 0.90 ± 0.1 0.96 ± 0.1 0.91 ± 0.03
50° 1.1 ± 0.1 0.93 ± 0.09 1.18 ± 0.08 1.08 ± 0.09

Table 5. Fitted β values for each of the experiments presented in Figure 6 with their respective errors (95% confidence intervals). We expected our
values to be around 1.

One interesting phenomenon that we saw in our experiments is presented in Figure 7. We noticed a folding-over phe-
nomenon in constant flux experiments for large inclination angles and total volume fractions but never in other exper-
iments. It was also only observed between fingers in these experiments (fingers correspond to the individual streaks
of fluid that run down the track) and became most prominent towards the bottom of the track. For example, in the
(χ, α) = (0.889, 50°) experiment, we observed the phenomenon starting to form in the corresponding image of Figure
6 which, after some time, developed more prominently into what we present in the right image of Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Two images of folding-over phenomenon occurring in constant flux experiments with large α and φ. Both images are zoomed in images from
constant flux experiments with the left one corresponding to (χ, α) = (0.378, 50°) and the right one corresponding to (χ, α) = (0.889, 50°).

Constant flux: film thickness
To track the film thickness of the experiments presented in Figure 6, we implemented the film thickness tracking tech-
nique explained in the Methods and Procedures section. According to theory, we expect a distinct film thickness profile
for each regime. We present the thickness of our fluid at four different times to show the evolution of the thickness for
each of the three regimes in Figures 8, 9, and 10. We estimate the error in the measured film thickness to be about 0.5
mm (the film thickness should be smooth because of surface tension but error is introduced because of the resolution
of our images). The sequences of images in Figures 8, 9, and 10 are characteristic of the thickness results for the set-
tled, well-mixed, and ridged regimes, respectively.

In most cases, we found that the settled and well-mixed film thicknesses were similar: the smallest thickness was found
at the front of the fluid and it increased after the front until a certain point where it would approximately plateau.
This behavior is most clearly seen in the rightmost graph of Figures 8 and 9 although this behavior can also be seen in
the other three graphs in the same figures. Considering the resolution of our images and surface tension, it is not sur-
prising that we observe similar height profiles for the settled and well-mixed regimes. For the settled regime we expect
to observe three distinct plateaus which correspond to the three fronts 21 while for the well-mixed regime we expect to
observe a constant height wherever slurry is present due to the constant flux initial condition. The lack of three dis-
tinct plateaus in the settled regime is likely due to the resolution of our images while the lack of a single plateau in the
well-mixed regime is likely due to surface tension. The ridged regime exhibits significantly different behavior than the
other two: a tall leading ridge forms and is followed by an approximately constant plateau. This behavior agrees with
the behavior of constant volume ridged slurries.

Figure 8. Film thickness of a constant flux slurry in the settled regime as it flows down an inclined track, with 30 seconds between consecutive graphs.
These graphs correspond to the (χ, α) = (0.880, 20°) experiment in Figure 6. The zero position is taken to be the location where the slurry starts to
flow. Zero film thickness corresponds to positions on the track without slurry.
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Figure 9. Film thickness of a constant flux slurry in the well-mixed regime as it flows down an inclined track, with 1 minute between consecutive graphs.
These graphs correspond to the (χ, α) = (0.378, 20°) experiment in Figure 6. The zero position is taken to be the location where the slurry starts to
flow. Zero film thickness corresponds to positions on the track without slurry.

Figure 10. Film thickness of a constant flux slurry in the ridged regime as it flows down an inclined track, with 1 minute between consecutive graphs.
These graphs correspond to the (χ, α) = (0.889, 50°) experiment in Figure 6. The zero position is taken to be the location where the slurry starts to
flow. Zero film thickness corresponds to positions on the track without slurry.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work we extended the existing literature on bidensity slurries flowing down an incline by analyzing both con-
stant volume and constant flux initial conditions. We explicitly presented fitted fluid front positions and showed loose
agreement with theoretical predictions (∼ t1/3 for constant volume and ∼ t1 for constant flux). Regime results were
also presented for both initial conditions and showed that regardless of the initial condition, large particle volume frac-
tions and inclination angles led to a ridged slurry while small corresponding values led to a settled slurry. The ratio
of lighter particles to total particles, χ, was shown to sometimes affect the regime of a constant volume slurry but
had no effect on the regime of constant flux slurries, although a longer track would be required in future investiga-
tions to confirm this. Height profiles (film thicknesses) for constant flux initial conditions were similar for the settled
and well-mixed regimes—a thin front increased into an approximate plateau—while the ridged regime exhibited distinct
behavior—a tall leading ridge decreased into an approximate plateau.
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PRESS SUMMARY
Particle-laden slurries persist in various settings, whenever particles are mixed or transported within a fluid. Here we
investigate the properties of slurries with two particle species of different density mixed within a viscous fluid on an
incline. We investigate two initial conditions—constant volume (a fixed amount of mixture) and constant flux (mixture
being continuously pumped onto the incline)—and how they affect the phenomena that arise while flowing down the
incline. Specifically, we fit for the position of the front of the fluid, fit for the thickness of the fluid (for the constant
flux condition), and classify the qualitative features of the flow based on the location of the highest concentration of
particles. These findings show that for both initial conditions the qualitative features of the flow can vary drastically
depending on the number of particles within the mixture and the incline angle.
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APPENDIX: FRONT POSITION AND FILM THICKNESS CODES
We present a pseudocode for how we compute the front position of each individual fluid and particle front in Algo-
rithm 1. In front tracking experiments, we placed the camera above the incline with the lens face parallel to the incline.
Our track had a middle section for the slurry to flow down and a left section with equally-spaced measurement lines
(see Figure 11a, a well-mixed slurry flowing down the incline). We present the cropped and rotated image of the slurry
and measurement lines in Figure 11b. We present the same image with RGB values converted to HSV values and ex-
ample clicks to find the maximum and minimum HSV values for each front in Figure 11c. For a settled slurry, the
user should click 10-15 times for each distinct front.

(a) unprocessed frame from video

(b) rotated and cropped frame from video

(c) HSV image with example clicking points

Figure 11. Images used in our front tracking code. (a) is an unprocessed image of the slurry flowing down the incline with measurement lines next to the
slurry. (b) is a rotated and cropped version of (a). (c) is the same as (b) but with RGB values converted to HSV values and example clicks.

We present a pseudocode for how we compute the film thickness (height profile) of our slurries in Algorithm 2. To see
example images that the code uses, see Figure 12. In these experiments, the camera must be in the same position for
the ref_image, cal_image, and experimental video—next to the incline, with the camera lens face perpendicular to the
incline so that the camera can pick up the laser line deflection due to the calibration object and the slurry.

(a) example ref_image

(b) example cal_image

(c) example screenshot from experimental video
Figure 12. Images used in the height profile (film thickness) code. The three images are all taken from the same position and the slurry in (c) is flowing
from right to left.
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Algorithm 1 Front Position

1: function Front_position(video,n,m)
2: input: video video of the slurry moving down the track (Figure 11a)
3: n number of frames to split the video into
4: m number of fronts to process
5: output: position of the front(s) over time

6: function process_video(video,n,m)
7: split the video into n equally-spaced frames
8: for i = 1, . . . , n do
9: rotate ith frame such that the flow direction is pointing left
10: crop ith frame to only include the track and measurement lines (Figure 11b)
11: save ith frame as frame(i)
12: output: frame(1), . . . , frame(n)

13: function identify_front( frame(1), . . . , frame(n), n,m)
14: for i = 1 , . . . ,m do
15: click at about 10-15 points in the ith front in frame(n) (Figure 11c)
16: store the maximum and minimum HSV color value for ith front
17: for i = 1 , . . . , n do
18: let p = the number of horizontal pixel rows in frame(i)
19: for j = 1 , . . . ,m do
20: for k = 1 , . . . , p do
21: find left-most pixel in the kth pixel row of frame(i) within jth HSV range
22: save x-position (horizontal pixel position) of left-most pixel to Px(i, j, k)

23: average Px(i, j, k) over the third index and save averages into P̄x(i, j)

24: output: P̄x(i, j)

25: function conversion_and_plot( frame(n))
26: prompt user to click on the measurement lines in frame(n)
27: assign length measurement to each measurement line click (0 cm, 5 cm, . . .)
28: interpolate between clicks such that each pixel is assigned a length value
29: convert P̄x(i, j) from pixels to centimeters using result from previous line
30: output: P̄x(i, j) in centimeters
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Algorithm 2 Film Thickness

1: function film_thickness(video, ref_image, cal_image, time_start, time_end, time_step)
2: input: video video of the experiment (Figure 12c)
3: ref_image image of laser beam on the clean track (Figure 12a)
4: cal_image image of laser beam with calibration object (Figure 12b)
5: time_start time when slurry front enters frame of video in seconds
6: time_end time when slurry front leaves frame of video in seconds
7: time_step time between frame samples in seconds
8: output: film thickness in millimeters

9: function calibration(ref_image, cal_image)
10: extract undeflected laser line position from ref_image using pixel intensity
11: linearly fit undeflected laser line position
12: prompt the user to click the top of the calibration object in cal_image
13: compute the pixel distance between the laser line fit and click
14: equate calibration object thickness (in mm) and pixel distance for conversion factor
15: output: pixels_to_mm pixels to mm conversion factor

16: function height(video, ref_image, time_start, time_end, time_step, pixels_to_mm)

17: Split video into n =
(time_end− time_start)

time_step
frames

18: for i = 1 , . . . , n do
19: rotate ith frame and ref_image so that laser line is horizontal
20: detect undeflected laser line position in ref_image using pixel intensity
21: detect laser line position in ith frame using pixel intensity
22: compute laser line deflection in pixels between ref_image and ith frame
23: convert laser line deflection to mm using pixels_to_mm
24: plot the laser line deflection in mm as the film_thickness
25: output: film_thickness in millimeters


